BEYOND
Ornamental
An Exhibition of Fine Jewelry
July 9 – August 16, 2019

About the Exhibition
This invitational exhibition features six jewelry artists and designers
from Rochester, the Finger Lakes region, and Central New York.
The jewelry included maintains it’s primary purpose of being worn,
however, the goal of the exhibition is also to elevate these functional
pieces and to engage with them in the same way as a painting
or sculpture.
Featuring the work of:
Heather Bivens (Weathered Heather)
Loraine Cooley
Ashley Landon Halabuda (Peach Rose Studio)
Katie Nare
Brittany Rea
Myung Urso
Exhibition Dates: July 9 – August 16, 2019
Opening Reception: Saturday, July 13, 4–7 p.m.

Heather Bivens
“Over the years, my connection with
nature has become more profound
and its influence can be seen as a
common thread for all of my work.
My inspiration ranges from abstract
references of color and texture to
specific imagery found within nature.
Detailed representational imagery
is created by hand painting enamels
on the surface of the glass with a very
small brush. More complex paintings
require multiple layers, calling for the
enamel to be fired in the kiln, stabilizing the surface before the next layer is applied.
My paintings can reside on the exterior of the glass or layered within by fusing the
enamels in-between layers of sheet of glass.
Organic stone designs are created by layering and fusing compatible glass
in a kiln. Glass has been the perfect medium to mimic and reflect the beauty
of the natural world.”

Heather Bivens, of Baldwinsville obtained her BFA from SUNY Oswego with
an emphasis in Sculpture and Drawing. Focusing primarily on the art of wearable
sculpture, she obtained her MFA in Sculpture from Syracuse University in 2010.
Shortly after graduate school, she taught art courses at a college that had
a small glass studio. During that time, she familiarized herself with the kiln
formed glass as medium. It was a natural transition from wearable sculpture
to wearable art glass jewelry.

Loraine Cooley
“‘Intimate Sculpture’ is the term I use
to describe my jewelry. Observation
and translation, incremental steps,
managing chaos, the physical act
of transforming materials and resolution
all are the building blocks of my creative
process. In the making, each component
is held closely, intimately. I think big
and make small. When worn, the pieces
become the personal sculptural adornment
of the wearer. My intent is to create
artwork that sparks wonder and
invites close observation.”

Loraine Cooley is an artist, jeweler and teacher. Encouraged by her parents at an early
age, Loraine collected all sorts of objects and transformed them into all kinds of art.
Her father, an engineer and self-taught artist, showed her the basics of jewelry making
when she was 16. Working with metals became a passion and after graduating from
high school in Albany NY, Loraine attended Rochester Institute of Technology and earned
a BFA in Metals and Jewelry. In the 1980s, after a six-month journey around the world,
Loraine attended Nazareth College for certification in art education.
As an instructor at the Memorial Art Gallery, Loraine enjoys sharing her metals
expertise with others. Her work has been shown nationally. Loraine shares her life
in Webster, NY with her husband and three cats.

Ashley Landon Halabuda
“At the center of my creative practice
is the idea that I want people to be able
to interact with my work. I approach
jewelry design in the same way I design
any object; I enjoy the process of
methodically moving from rough
sketches of forms and shape compositions,
to a mindfully fabricated piece that’s
design is informed by the chosen materials
for the project. The finished product
is something tangible that encourages
you to touch it, feel the weight of it,
and wear it as an extension of yourself.
My work is inspired by cycles in multiple ways: cycles of life, cycles of nature,
mood cycles, the life cycle of an object, and how the four relate to each other.
My work is very personal to me and explores my relationship with nostalgia
and both visual and tactile memories. I am drawn to well worn objects, their
stories, and imagining the way they’ve changed over the years from use. I strive
to create wearable pieces that can be given a full life of their own, thoughtfully
crafted to last a lifetime.”

Ashley Landon Halabuda is a multi-disciplinary artist and designer living and working
in Rochester, New York. With a primary focus in jewelry design for the past decade,
she creates her wearable collection under the name Peach Rose Studio (formerly The
Knotty Owl). Ashley has spent the majority of her life dedicated to studying both art and
design, with a strong belief that a well-rounded background in materials and fabrication
techniques leads to more freedom and creativity in her work.
Ashley received her Bachelor’s of Industrial Design from the Pratt Institute of Brooklyn
in 2011, with a focus in furniture and jewelry design. Currently working in a wide range
of materials, she uses sterling silver, gold, brass, copper, semi-precious gemstones, torch
fired glass enamel, wood, and occasionally other materials in her designs.

Katie Nare
“I have a passion for traveling physically
around the globe as well as transporting
myself through music and art from
the comfort of my home studio in Troy,
New York by creating jewelry. As a
mother of three I find the meditative
time of creating an essential nourishment
in my day. I pour excellent craftsmanship
and intention into my works. Favorite
materials I use are Bhurmese water
buffalo bone, 100 million year old fossils,
new Japanese seed beads, antique Ghanaian
and Togo beads, Italian seed beads from
the early 1900s, Greek leather and warm
metals. My intention is to celebrate the diversity of the human experience by
transforming these ancient and new objects into something joyful and powerful
for the one who wears them.”

Katie Nare is a self-taught jeweler with a BFA in Art and Design from Alfred University.
Each year she chooses an organization to give 10 percent to, such as local Food Pantries
or Planned Parenthood. Through jewelry making, she is empowering people to be their
best, fiercest or feminine selves as well as supporting areas in society in which the current
administration lacks. Katie exhibits and sells at local craft shows and markets, online,
at events/fundraisers for causes close to her heart, private parties and a few local
boutiques in her hometown of Troy, NY. In addition to jewelry making, she is a professional
organic landscape gardener and homesteader.

Brittany Rea
“Jewelry wearing takes on a unique
form with the unconventionality
of my newly created line. Focusing
on the simple elegance of metal
as a material and sophistication
through minimal design, this
work pivots between ergonomic
functionality and a tactile
relationship between object
and the adorned.”

Brittany Rea is a multifaceted artist working in a number of materials with a focus in
jewelry design. Originally from New Jersey, she is now Rochester based. Brittany moved
to New York in 2009 where she attended Pratt at Munson Williams-Proctor and finished
her degree at the New York State College of Ceramics at Alfred University. Here she
graduated in May of 2014 with a BFA and a concentration in sculpture and ceramics
and a minor in Art Education.
Brittany has been an art instructor to students of all ages in various art centers and
public schools, has assisted many artists, and held the position of artist in residence
at Sonoma Ceramics at Sonoma Community Center in 2016 and the Adorned Studios
between 2016 and 2017. Now, Brittany has partnered up with Marisa Krol of Interstellar
Lovecraft and is running the Adorned from their location at 44 Elton Street. Rea Designs
was established in 2016 and continues to grow.

Myung Urso
“My approach to creating
artwork very much relies on
my aesthetic instinct. I have
a foundation in Korean
calligraphy which I have
been practicing since
a young age. Asian ink
can be applied freely and at
the same time powerfully through
brush strokes that define how I guide my materials. This experience helps
me to create my work which is both painterly and sculptural.”

Myung Urso was born in South Korea. She received MFA degree in Fiber Art
at Hongik University in Seoul, Korea. In 2006 she moved to the USA, settling
in Rochester, NY and became self-trained contemporary jewelry artist. She creates
unique one-of-a-kind jewelry pieces using mainly fiber, paper and mixed media
with precious metals since 2007.
Myung’s solo exhibitions include Bauch and Lomb World Headquarters (Rochester,
NY. 2011), Velvet da Vinci Gallery (San Francisco, CA. 2012, 2017) and Patina Gallery
(Santa Fe, NM. 2012). She has recieved awards from American Craft Exposition
(Chicago, IL), American Craft Show (Baltimore, MD), Craft Boston (Boston, MA),
Clothesline Festival (Rochester, NY), Philadephia Museum Art & Craft Show
(Philadelphia, PA) and Smithsonian Craft Show (Washington, DC).

